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IMPORTANT NOTICES
BOURNE TO THE USA
1. ROAD AMERICA (July 16 – 19, 2015)
With an invitation from the US F5000 Association
to join them in selected events in 2015, four
intrepid Aussies (if you count Philip Lewis from
Copenhagen as an Aussie….his real identity is
a bit confusing) loaded a container with cars,
tools, engines, ambition and bravado.
Like it or not, Australia’s honour was to be in the
dubious hands of:
Paul Zazryn - Lola T332 l Bill Hemming - Elfin
MR8 l Phil Lewis - Matich A50 l John Bryant –
Lola T140
What could possibly go wrong!
Bill and Phil intended to run at 4 meetings – Road
America, Watkins Glen and 2 events at
Leguna Seca. Paul had to skip Watkins
Glen for marital reasons, and John was
limiting himself to the 2 Leguna Secas.
Container arrived without drama near San
Francisco. Paul and wonderful wife Gay
were the only ones rich enough to go to
the States early, so single handedly they
unloaded the container and transferred
the lot onto a ripper, you beaut transporter
for the trip to Road America, Elkart Lake
north of Chicago for our first outing.
Paul (and Gay and daughter Tsharni), Bill
(and no-one) and Phil (with Uncle Brian)
arrived like gentlemen racers to find our
cars sitting waiting in the F5000 marquee
at the most incredible setting for a circuit
we had ever seen. Road America is over
6 klms long, undulating though beautiful
forests with very, very fast straights, uphill blind 90
degree corners, a never-ending sweeper and lots
and lots of places to come to grief. The grounds
and facilities are superb, and the officialdom
were brilliantly helpful and friendly.
Interestingly, before we left Oz, we were flooded
with paperwork and vehicle compliance forms
with the impression that nothing non-historic
would be condoned. Sure enough, after Paul
posted the 2nd quickest time, they rushed over
to puff his engine to confirm capacity. Meanwhile,
a couple of the neighbouring cars in our tent
were running full suspension telemetry and in-car
communication systems. Wasn’t it Henry Ford
who said “all history is bunk!”?
The rain held off for qualifying and Paul put in a
brilliant 2nd fastest out of the 20 starters. Phil got
6th best time and Bill managed 8th to put the 3 of
us in the top 10.
Race 1 on the Saturday was our first experience

of an American rolling start ie only 1 car length
between rows and start racing on the fall of the
flag (which was in a position where only the front
row could see it).
Unfortunately, Greg Thornton in his March on
P1 suffered total power loss at the flag fall but
managed to pull off the track. 2 rows back, a
beautifully restored Dodge engined Shadow
frantically locked up. Behind him, an equally
beautifully restored Surtees also locked up…
to no avail. The Surtees hit the Shadow who
speared across the track to collect the rear of
Phil’s Matich, sending Phil sideways across the
other side of the track in front of most of the field.
Phil’s eyed were like dinner plates! The very badly

damaged Shadow stopped in the wall in front of
the accelerating Elfin. Bill used up his daily quota
of underpants and swerved past to miss by 2mm.
It was Bill’s best bit of driving all weekend. (see
attached photo of point of contact).
The single file restart was uneventful (less 4 cars)
and 3 racing laps saw Paul come 2nd and Bill
5th.
So two of us were happy.
The Matich looked like something from a typical
Formula Ford race, with a bent front wheel,
realigned steering rack, badly bent rear subframe
and suspension framework, and not-quite-right
rear wing and exhaust. Phil used his charm and
money to arrange for the car to go to Indianapolis
for repairs to try and make Watkins Glen the
following weekend.
The feature race on Sunday saw the field reduced
to only 11 cars. This time the start was uneventful
because we left 2 car lengths between rows

(following a driver’s meeting where Paul put up a
good case for the extra gap). By mid race, Paul
was running a lonely 2nd and Bill was 3rd until the
4th placed Lola locked up and put him up in the
air and off the track. The Elfin eventually restarted
and came home 7th.
At the podium presentation of laurel wreaths
and Champagne, winner was Jay Esterer from
Canada, ex-pat Aussie Bruce Leeson in a
McLaren M10B was 3rd and our Paul was second
with a grin bigger than his pony tail. He declared
he could die happy and the trip to the US was a
success no matter what followed.
There were 2 other highlights on the weekend.
One was the fantastic hunting lodge that Gay
had found for us overlooking Turn 3 of the track.
We spent many happy hours trying to suss our
computer wifi connections while Paul went on
and on and on about how wonderful life was,
and Philip sobbed a lot. Bill simply drank Gin and
Tonic with a confused and bemused look on his
face.
The other highlight was spending time with
Formula 1, Le Mans and F5000 ace Brian
Redman who was the patron at the meeting. A
fascinating and funny man. The only funnier man
was Duck Waddle (his real, legal name!) who
showed us around the track. Duck is an original
member and part owner of the track consortium.
A minor lowlight was when Paul and Bill drove
their cars on the highway to the town centre of
Elkart Lake for a car show. Our 5000’s were the
only single seaters there and were absolutely
the favourite of the kids who lined up to sit in the
cars for a photo. Problem was, the Elfin battery
gave out for the drive back (in the dark and in
normal traffic) and suffered the ignomy of being
push started in front of the very large, and
largely drunk crowd. Unbelievably, 2 Australians
appeared out of the masses to help push. And to
express their embarrassment that an Australian
car was the only non-starter.
That was Road America. Fan-bloody-tastic! If you
can, just go there.
1a. Twixt Meets (July 27 – 23, 2015)
The week between meetings was a completely
different experience for each participant.
Paul and Gay flew out to California to meet up
with a Harley Davison gang. When she’s not
organising Paul’s haphazard life and business,
Gay organises annual Harley tours through the
States. Day 1 of this years tour meant that Paul
had to give up Watkins Glen to support his wife
(this concept was totally foreign to Bill and Phil).
Greater love hath no man!

Phil and Brian dashed after the Matich to Indy,
where Can-Am Cars worked miracles around
the clock to repair the mangled rear subframe,
suspension and bracketry….and the front
steering. They then packed the Matich and
their rental in the world’s longest trailer for the
10 hour drive to Watkins Glen, arriving about 4
am Friday morning for a two hour sleep before
official practice. The standard of repairs was
sensational. Car really was as good as new.
Bill had an easy drive via Detroit to take in the very
impressive Henry Ford Museum and a private
tour of the GM Heritage Centre which, strangely,
is not open to the public and is hidden away in a
non-descript industrial centre a long way from the
GM factories and offices. He arrived at Watkins a
day early to form up a new body panel and brute
force some bracketry which suffered in his Road
America biff.
2. Watkins Glen (July 23 – 26,2015)
Our man John (Transporter Driver) arrived early
and had the Elfin unloaded and ready for a
practice run on the Thursday. Bill fitted his new
panel which was painted in an orange almost,
but not quite, the same orange as the rest of the
car.
Watkins Glen is a truly challenging circuit with few
safe run-off areas in the corners that truly matter.
We were limited to the short circuit while about
3/4 kilometre is being resurfaced, but there was
more than enough of the old Grand Prix track to
take a bit of learning. There were only 3 F5000’s
running (plus a 1982 ground effects Theodore F1
car fitted with a 5 litre Chev who claimed to be
a F5000), so we were thrown in with the 1997 to
2006 Indy Light cars – all driven by desparate F1
wannabes. The leading pack were nearly 10 secs
a lap quicker than the F5000’s. There were 22
starters in our group.
Official practice Friday morning saw Bill as
quickest 5000, while yawning, re-eyed Phil got
hauled up to the Stewards for getting in the
way of the “Vettels” in their Indy Lights. A bit
unfair because Phil was learning the new track
and checking his new repairs. Things didn’t
improve for Phil in Qualifying when he got black
flagged and called in. Apparently, in Practice and
Qualifying, you are meant to black flag yourself
if you go off the track or spin. After 2 excursions,
they called Phil in to remind him of this rule.
Must admit, the rule was spelt out at the drivers
briefing, but Phil was too tired, and Bill was too
thick to understand.
In any case, Phil’s times improved dramatically
with each outing and by the last race on Sunday

was less than a second off the best F5000 time.
The boys were happy to eventually come in the
top 10 with the Elfin placed 7th and the Matich
8th.
This was achieved despite Phil losing 1 muffler
when a broken bracket broke more, and Bill
lost a complete exhaust header that broke off
at the head flange. Fortunately it landed in a
suspension bracket and made it around 8 laps
as a passenger, but in good enough condition to
serve as a pattern for a newie.
A great weekend at a great track with great
history. Watkins Glen is full of restaurants and
motels frequented and celebrated by the F1 and
Can Am greats from 1952 on. And it has the best
ice cream in America!
It is also the home of The International Motor
Racing Research Centre where they can find and
provide history of any vehicle. Both the Matich
and the Elfin had raced at Watkins Glen in the
70’s, so Bill and Phil came away with new info
and photos of their cars.
2a. 2 weeks of No Racing (July 27-Aug 7)
Our man John took off with the transporter back
to the west coast. He promised to stop at a
welder mate to act as a proctologist on the rear
end issues of the Matich and Elfin.
Uncle Brian left Phil to fly back home, tired but
happy. Phil went touring via Niagara Falls. (Was it
his turn in the barrel?)
Bill picked up his missus to show her a good
time touring New England and Eastern Canada.
He spent the time reminding her how lucky it was
he went motor racing to have an excuse for her
to see the world. All he got in reply was “gee this
would be pretty in Fall, why did you bother racing
here in July”. She’s a hard woman!
Paul and Gay played Harleys in the mid-west.
3. Leguna Seca (Aug 7 – 9, 2015)
This is what we came for!
The Monterey week of motoring consists of 2
weekends at Leguna Seca, numerous multimillion dollar classic car auctions, Pebble Beach
Concours for “quite nice cars”, and lots of
parades, eating and drinking.
The Formula 5000’s were to form the feature
race for the 2 weekends, 40 years after the last
F5000 appearance (won by Mario Andretti in
1975). 38 cars fronted for the Pre-Reunion 1st
weekend and over 40 F5000’s were entered for
the actual Reunion weekend. There were cars
from all corners of the USA, a couple from the
UK and Canada, 12 from New Zealand and the 4
Aussies. Brilliant!
Most drivers had never been to the track before

so we were given a half day lecture and track
walk by the resident driving instructor. Great stuff
with some terrific visual aids and some even
better quotes, like: “remember, historic drivers
are NOT race car drivers, they are merely drivers
who drive race cars”
And
“amateurs practice until they get it right,
professionals practice until they can’t get it
wrong”
So we were urged to patiently practice, and
practice, and practice. (Try using the words
“patience” and “Kiwi” in the same sentence.)
First practice (and qualifying) was interesting.
Patience was not particularly practiced. But
Team Australia all finished in the top half of the
36 starters with Paul at 8th, Bill 9th, Phil 15th and
John Bryant a very satisfactory 18th.
Race 1 that afternoon was happy for some (Paul
6th, Bill 9th, Phil 14th), but less so for John who
spun on lap 1 and retired with no oil pressure on
lap 3. The subsequent engine strip down was not
pretty with lots of bits of metal and valve marks
on the pistons.
But we were coming to grips with the circuit.
Two turns require blind faith where you do what
they told you in the class room – just aim for the
2nd light pole in turn 1, and the middle tree in
the corkscrew. You may as well, because you
sure can’t see the bloody road! But it’s a blast.
The corkscrew is even more of a blind drop than
Bathurst. Every time you escape it, you turn
religious.
On the Sunday morning, we were called to a
special drivers meeting where the clerk of course
gently told a couple of “drivers of race cars” to
cool it and reminded us that we were there to put
on a show with all the cars intact because the
cars were the stars etc etc. The next session was
an untimed warm up and we were again told to
be patient and to practice.
All this was greeted by a few calls from the back
of the room:
“why can’t this be a race?”
“I’m the fastest and just because I spun twice
and caused a pace car, I shouldn’t start from the
back of the grid because the 2nd half of the field
is too slow and won’t always let me pass” (These
are the actual words and a vote was called for
to let this “gentleman” move up the grid – the
motion was soundly rejected.)
So it is not just Australia where “the spirit of historic
racing” needs re-defining and re-emphasising.
Inevitably, a couple of cars patiently ran into the
wall during the warm-up session.

In the final race Sunday afternoon, 32 cars
started, 2 crashed and 2 retired. Paul came a
fantastic 4th. Bill got bounced from 6th on the
second last corner to finish 8th, and Phil also
picked up a spot to finish 13th.
All in all a great weekend except for John who
will frantically try to rebuild an engine for the BIG
EVENT next week.
4. Leguna Seca Rolex Reunion (13 – 16
July 2015)
3 days of leisure saw Bill and Deb tour to San
Simeon Hearst Castle and Yosemite Park before
dropping the Reluctant Battery Bimbo in San
Francisco to return home and avoid another
weekend of car racing.
Phil and Paul went to a few of the huge number
of Classic Car events around the Monterey/
Carmel area. This included a magnificent catered
evening at ex-pat Bruce Leeson’s home which
cemented the F5000 fraternity as a worldwide
entity. We can expect a few US cars making the
trip to Australia in the near future.
John and his crew found a competition engine
at the local speed shop for $500 (I kid you not)
and with the help of a few New Zealanders and
Americans, cobbled up a running motor to get
back on the track by Thursday. A great effort!
In the 1st practice/qualifying on the Thursday
afternoon, Paul posted a terrific 4th fastest (the
organisers don’t advise times to try to avoid rush
of blood improvements). Phil come home in 17th.
Bill stupidly forgot to charge his transponder so
was relegated to the rear of the grid, but based
on times from the previous week, was arbitrarily
granted a 16th spot from the field of 34 starters.
John completed 3 laps with a rev limit of 5200
before coming in to save his new, expensive
engine.
The 2nd qualifying session on Friday afternoon
was eventful to say the least. The big news was
that Paul got pole! He sounded like Senna – “ that
was the best 2 laps I’ve ever had! I was totally in
the Zone! etc etc etc”. His second place at Road
America was merely foreplay. This was the real
thing!
Meanwhile, a couple of cars spun on oil and we
got a full course yellow, then a black flag to stop
and come into the pits. Unfortunately, Phil didn’t
see the black and ran (galloped) into the back
of a slowing Bill. The Matich nose and a front
wheel were destroyed. The “built like a tank” Elfin
escaped almost unscathed except the flaggies
wrongly identified the car as blowing smoke from
an oil leak and wouldn’t let it restart after the black
flag . So Bill had to be content with a 9th place

while Phil came in 15th and John again came
in early to nurse his motor but still outqualified a
couple of cars to come 30th.
An anomaly at this meeting is that the Clerk of
Course(s) set the starting grid order based on
a multitude of factors, including previous times,
observation, and I think eye colour and foot size.
So for some obscure reason, the starting grid for
the Sunday feature event was to be:
Paul 2nd l Bill 16th l Phil 19th l John 34th
We were all a bit shattered but with no published
times, there was no recourse.
Saturday was a rest day for the 5000’s so Phil and
John repaired their cars and Bill and Paul went
to mix with the idle rich at the Concorso Italiano.
The standard of restoration of the cars paled
into insignificance compared to the restoration
work on some of the Wives and Girlfriends. Not
a lot of movement of facial muscles and some
of the breasts that came through the door were
followed 5 minutes later by their owners. Record
temperatures of over 90 degrees tested the
melting point of the plastic surgery.
Sunday arrived as another 90 plus day but over
30 F5000’s fronted for feature Rolex Race.
Paul came a fantastic, safe 2nd. Phil moved up
to 11th. John was Black flagged and came in
reading a water temp of 250 degrees! Bill started
well and picked up 5 spots in 3 laps before his
trademark ineptness crept in and he somehow
flicked his fuel switch off and coasted to a stop
on the main straight. 10 cars passed before he
realised the problem and got going again to
finish 21st. Paul kindly posted on facebook that
“Bill had fuel issues”, rather than “brain issues”.
Despite being black flagged, John out qualified a
few cars to place 27th.
The final race late in the day (when it had cooled
to 85 degrees) saw Paul put up the race of
the day fighting for 2nd with the “driver of the
meeting”, Alan Dunkley from NZ. Paul finished
2nd (and got fastest lap) but was flicked to
third for passing under a yellow. Phil drove well
to 12th, Bill picked off 7 cars to come 14th and
John finally called it quits with a badly (is there
any other kind?) blown head gasket.
We were all given a wonderful medallion at the
award ceremony. Paul got a glass sculpture cup
(which looked like a vagina) for his brilliant driving.
John was given a special award for “the spirit of
Vintage racing” for hi never say die efforts.
That night we worked until 11pm loading the
container and retired after a simply sensational
couple of weekends. Just ask Darcy Russell and
John Mann who spectated.

AT THE END OF THE DAY
Phil summed it up by saying “that was a hell of
a road trip!”
Wonderful circuits. We actually did Australia
proud – especially Paul. Made some great friends.
Established some important acquaintances and
had a marvellous time.
We’ll get home and add up the bills. Whatever
the cost (probably about $25 to $30,000), it was
worth it.
We did it…..everyone should.
VHRR at the VSCC’s Annual
Rob Roy (Round 2 of the 3 round
Triple Cup)
Sunday the 16th August started
as a crisp cold morning, I think
about 1 degree (for those of us
driving there in open cars it felt
much colder), but it turned into a
nice winters day, no cold wind or
rain, with the sun poking it’s head
out on occasion. Considering it
is winter, the track looked to be in
reasonable condition.
A pretty good crowd, including
a number of VHRR members,
turned up to watch the event, support their club
members and to have a look at the cars on

display. There appeared to be
more cars on display, including my
Elfin Clubman, than competing!
Our own Don Kinsey, as ever,
provided some of the commentary
throughout the day.
57 drivers competed and they had
1 practice and 3 timed runs each
for the day.
Eight of the 57 competitors were
representing our club (VHRR)
and there was strong competition
for outright honours between 3 of our members
who finished 1st, 2nd and 3rd outright - Stumpy
Russell (1st 25.44, best split time 11.69), Phil

Gray (2nd 25.62, 12.16 split) and Bill Redpath
(3rd 25.86, 12.42 split).
Graeme Noonan brought the Cooper Vincent
out for for the day but was plagued with minor
problems. He did manage to complete a couple
of runs finishing 5th outright with a time of 27.89
(12.88). The supercharged Vincent sounding the
part when it was going. I have no doubt Graeme
will have the issues sorted ready for the Historic
and Classic Rob Roy.
Jim Lawrence had a drive of Phil’s Ford Special

and managed a respectable time of 29.72 - first
event in the car and first time at Rob Roy.
Patrick and Conor Ryan, on this
occasion, were supporting the VSCC
but Patrick’s cousin, David Ryan,
driving Patrick’s TC, was supporting the
VHRR his best time was 37.84.
Andrew Clayton, TC Holden, was doing
low 29’s with a terminal speed of 100
Km/h - until his last run! 59.39 and
terminal speed of 31Km/h! not sure
what happened there, a spin perhaps?
Also supporting the VHRR was Marcus

Clayton in his Triumph Spitfire 33.65.
Some of the speeds across the finish line were
interesting:

Bill 120 116 Km/h
Phil 116 Km/h
Stumpy 111 Km/h (these 3 speeds were in the
reverse of their finishing order!)
Graeme 102 Km/h
Progressive points for the Triple Cup, after 2
rounds, are:
* VHRR 238 * VSCC 219 * MGCC 61
The 3rd and final round is the MGCC’s Historic
and Classic Rob Roy on 22 November. This event
should see the MGCC pick up a large number
of points (each of the rounds tend to favour the
organising club) and the final score should be
close.
The other Rob Roy series currently underway is
the Inter-club Challenge - this series is open to all
clubs and the top 5 places for this series, after 1
round, are:
* MGCC 79 * VHRR 47 * Gippsland CC 26
* Victorian Clubman Builders Group 16
* Renault Car Club Victoria 13
Mike Barker
Classifieds
I have a 4.3 ratio MGB “Banjo style” diff,
Crown wheel and Pinion available for sale , this
ratio is well suited for “Hillclimb’ events
Both have had little use and are in excellent
condition. $400.00 Colin Ward
M 0477177122 H 0246556770
BUGEYE Sprite Mk 1 Group S Log Book.
An original Bob Gill of ‘Gillspeed’ Sprite, only
2 owners since the early 1980’s. Has been the
best performed Sa under 1100cc for many
years, with both Goldfields and Catalina Cups
to its credit. Still has several track records to its
name. Fresh motor , billet crank and Needham
gearbox. Billet front hubs, large finned brakes
etc. Extra set of wheels and a purpose built
tilting trailer also available. Being fully carpeted,
bolt on a windscreen and its close to being road
registered…. Must be Sold. Open to offers……
contact Max Pegram 0417 335 255, or art-max@
bigpond.com
Pair of Group N/S legal World Products
Windsor Junior Heads Cast iron cylinder heads.
Only two events since full freshen up including
over $2,500 in new parts. Ferrera SS valves,
Isky springs (suit roller). Titanium retainers, triple
cut seats, std ports gasket matched only Made
540hp and 390 ft/lb in the Ross Mustang.
$2,500. Ian Ross 0412 351 403
1968 Mustang Trans Am
Extremely well set up and presented, and fully
rebuilt (rebuild stage photos available).

A reliable, front-running car. Big HP 302, fresh
strong driveline, suspension and brakes, ex Drew
Marget, Jim Richards, Fraser Ross. Phillip Island
1.48, Sandown 1.21, Winton 1.35, Eastern Creek
1.46, Queensland Raceway Club 59. NC legal
and ready to race. One of the fastest Grp Nc
Mustangs in Australia. Track support if required.
Driver coaching if required.
$85,000. Ian Ross 0412 351 403
Clearance Sale
Clearance Sale
Hewland MK9 Input Shaft - 7/8 x 20 spline
265mm long - New $450
Hewland MK Input Shaft - 7/8 x 20 spline 255
mm long - S/H $225
Hewland FT Gear sets $100 each
Hewland TPT ratios as used in Lola F3000, $100
per set
A.P 7.25 Single plate clutch complete 7/8 x 20
spline -S/H $350
VW Golf Distributor, Electronic $75
New Ferodo DS3000 Brake Pads ( FCP825 R )fit
Cooper S type callipers $100
Ryco Fuel Filter Housing (with removable
canister) $10
VW Golf Crankshafts (2) Some drilled and
doweled $100 each
Assorted other VW Golf engine parts (any offers )
New Hewland FG series side plates $ 350 a pair
Two AP 5.5 inch clutch pressure plates and other
driven plates $250 the lot
All Prices Negotiable
Call Ian Carrig on 03 98789515 or email
iancarrig@bigpond.com
For Sale: Fully enclosed steel tandem racing
car trailer, registered until August 2015, includes
electric winch, ramps and also a set of steel car
ramps, spare wheel, fire extinguisher, mezzanine
floor. Not used for 10 years so will need overhaul
of hubs, override brake system, and probably
wiring and lights.
For inspection contact Nigel Tait 0407 521 629
Email: ntai2525@bigpond.net.au
For sale: 4 of 205 /60 13 Toyo R888 Tyres
medium compound (GG) brand new $210 per
tyre Phillip Chapman 0418 341 860
Race car trailer for sale. Single axle tilt
trailer near new suitable for up to 1000kg.
Price $2950 Ring Rob 0419588230
Wanted: Lola suspension parts, uprights,
wishbones, hubs, brake callipers for 5 litre car.
1964 Mini Cooper S, 1071cc. Block , Crank,
Head, Trans. (4 synchro). Thanks Ross Porter.
Email: trackman.ltd@gmail.com

